
Business Reporter: Futureproofing RPA
deployments

How to find the automation platform matching your business needs in the long run

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, September 18, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In an article published

on Business Reporter, Blueprint Software talks about what businesses should consider when

migrating their original RPA platform onto a new automation tool. The findings of a recent survey

show that three quarters of the companies still using their original RPA tool are now in the

process of switching to a new platform. The reasons for this vary from decreasing operating

costs to making automation accessible for the average business user to automating complete

business processes rather than just disparate stages of workflows.  Migrating existing tools to a

new automation execution platform, however, can be challenging – especially when done

manually – and can lead to errors, lost productivity and higher maintenance costs. 

Businesses when making up their minds about which automation platform to move to often fail

to think strategically and only consider how different solutions will meet their current objectives.

What they lack is a vision and an anticipation of how RPA, a method designed to automate

routine, repetitive tasks will be increasingly superseded by the intelligent automation of decision-

based end-to-end processes. As enterprise architectures are complex and diverse, it’s equally

important to ensure that the chosen automation provider integrates seamlessly with the

business’s tech infrastructure and incompatibilities don’t stand in the way of automating as

many processes as possible. 

To learn what you have to remember when migrating to a new automation platform, read the

article.
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About Blueprint Software

Blueprint delivers transformative process analysis, design, and automation enablement software

that helps organizations analyse and assess process value, identify and remove inefficiencies,

create new processes quickly and efficiently, and execute on data-driven improvement strategies

with speed and precision.

www.blueprintsys.com
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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